
STYLE PROPOSAL

1. BRAND FRAMEWORK

2. CONCEPT
- Use image & Video to show the feeling of companionship. 
- The UX works on image + text to show for detail oriented care. 
- Shoping cart system is simple to make people feel closer. 
- Interaction is used to connect the bones between company and clients. 

3.HOW CONCEPT WORKS ON UX

The brand framework is very important for the concept of branding and website. All the visual is strictly followed by this framework

- BRAND ARCHETYPE: COMPANION 
 - Loyal/trusworthy
 - Connecting bones deeply between owner & pets
 - Intimacy & Understanding
 - Make others special 
 - Expressing appreciation/ commitment/gratitude
 - Motto: I want to stay besides you to support you
Goal: Work harmony
Fear: unwanted/unloved
Strategy to use: Tend to dependency & giving love in a practical way, listen purosedly and care for details

Image with header + Intro
should be the image slider
Type of image: petbox, shop items
Depict the willingness to open heart

Button

Video

It’s a cursor to let user drag on left and right. 
When they drag to which sides, the video will play
For chosing cat/ dog. Each section, each video plays about each animals
Video style: Tell a story that each pet is the special gift that you have.

The purpose is to tell more intimacy by showing image
Image: Should be the products which place clean and carefully 
Show the detail, simple clean style which improve mood of loving
Background should be transparent/white, with the products only
Image is placed on the left or right

Sample of visual

Step 1 Step 1 Step 1
Move the mouse into one box, 
the information appear

This is how the video works when drag

IMAGE ABOUT THE PRODUCT 
FOR EACH PET TYPE

ILLUSTRATION ICON 
(PHOTO MANIPULATION)
Both types can show the gentle and close relationship
To make the site be more mordern, using photo will make the website more tech
Using illustration, present the feeling of artistic, child-like, and caring manually. 
>>For the concept of compainion brand archetype, Illustration will be better
To make more elegant, the circle will be wider when the mouse move into it.

Social media sharing icon



2. UX TRANSITION

EACH BOX OF TEXT WILL FADE IN AND MOVE FROM BOTTOM TO TOP
Explain the feeling of soften approach, friendly and understanding

Work the same 
Keep the consistency in moving

The logo work as a button to drag down
The subscription is hidden, and show when draging

The image will be work like this

EXPAND FROM THE TOP
FADE IN

>> Feeling: Getting close together, slow but strong relationship approaching
Until the feeling is filled all over, the bones are deeper. 

NAVIGATION WORKS

GET A BOX (Go to to page pet box)

The current petbox tab to order to current version

How it works Old Versions (only used to re order the old ones) Like this
Purpose: At the first time launching, it is
a tool of PR and marketing, and 
increase sale
For the long time, can be dismissed.

This use to choose
- The long subscription plan

SHOP (go to shop)

ALL of the TABs will conect to the shoping/ account page

CLAIM A GIF (Send petbox to others ) - Like Get a box page. 



GET A PETBOX

Box 2:
- Sample box is always still, placed in fixed position. 
- When scroll down, the background scroll --> Effect appears 

When chosing the type, the white box below will change to suitable content
Box 2: Fade out, fade in 
Example: Box 1: Choose dog >>> Box 2 turn to Dog section

1

2

Shape under the box change color, each speciality appears
based on color. 

Movement: Appear the mindmap effect after scroll down

Sample of visual

FLOW CHART IN PET BOX: 

>>> Create the feeling of lightness, like the step of dog footprint
The feeling to becoming a bridge to connect people
>>> Idea shape (in the background): Dog/Cat foot prints (work later)

>> Create the interaction in order to enhance the intimacy.

Navigation always stay on the top

pet after chosen Shape change color when scrolling

Replace to the box “What’s special”
Sample box is the same position, change shape 



Sample of visual

Keep visible on the website all the time
Mouse cusor: Dogs and Cats appear to choose
Like pop up

Apply for both shop and order the pet box



5. TYPEFACE

4. COLOR SCHEME

+ Create the trustworthy/ loyalty/calm
Express the elegant & gratitude

TYPEFACE FOR HEADER TYPEFACE FOR PARAGRAPH

GOTHAM TYPEFACE

GOTHAM TYPEFACE

This LATO typeface

Warm/Elegant/Friendly

Readability/ Stability/Firm


